Pretilt angle is a parameter of the utmost importance in the ultimate
INTRODUCTION
Vertically aligned nematic (VAN) liquid crystal displays having negative dielectric anisotropy are becoming popular in direct-view display applications
VANs are also one of the most common choices for high-end projection microdisplays in projection devices where VANs are usually driven by an active matrix silicon backplane (liquid crystal on silicon, LCOS), the device working in reflective mode. VAN materials are characterized by a negative dielectric anisotropy, which means that the LC molecules will tend to orient perpendicularly to any applied electric field. If the alignment were strictly vertical, the direction of the LC reorientation would be undetermined since any position within the plane parallel to the outer plates would be energetically equivalent. Moreover, the response time would be jeopardized because the electric torque is null for pure vertical alignment. These problems can be avoided by inducing a certain pretilt in the vertical orientation thus favoring a specific switching plane and speeding up the switching time. However, pretilt has also a drawback: the relaxed state becomes birefringent, and the contrast decays dramatically as pretilt increases. Therefore, choosing a precise pretilt is an important tradeoff when designing real LCOS VAN devices. It follows that accurate measurement of pretilt in actual working devicesand their spatial homogeneity across the cell -is extremely important.
Several techniques have been proposed and widely applied to measure the pretilt angle of LC cells, such as the magnetic null method, the crystal rotation technique, the polarizer rotation method, and the phase retardation measurement method. All these methods are accurate and reliable for the pretilt angle measurement of transmissive cells.
The problem in measuring the pretilt angle in reflective VAN cells is that the birefringence that can be measured at normal incidence is proportional both to the effective birefringence (re e ffn o) and to the cell thickness. The methods proposed for measuring pretilt angles in reflective cells suffer from problems in measuring the dark current of the detector and the normalization of the incident light.
In this work we describe a procedure capable of separating the thickness and pretilt dependences. The procedure is based in sample rotation while acquiring the light intensity at normal incidence and at oblique incidence.
THEORY
The mathematical model presented here is based in the Jones matrix theory, and has been developed in Maple 10. The model includes the effects of interfaces and oblique incidence in the impinging beam intensity. The cell is rotating about the point where light is impinging, and the incidence angle may vary from normal incidence to any angle y from the normal axis.
The coordinate system and angles employed in the model are shown in Figure 1 . All referenced angles (/?, y, 9, <p) are internal, e.g., y is the angle of the incident light after crossing the glass-LC interface. The cell plates are onto the XY plane and Z is the normal to the surface. The pretilt angle f> is the angle that is being measured. Rotation of the cell about the Z axis is defined by q>, while 9 is the difference between y and f$ • N is the director vector, forming an angle f$ already defined with normal Z K is the propagation vector of the incident beam forming an angle y already defined with normal Z.
Birefringence, as "seen" by the incident light, is not the difference between extraordinary and ordinary refractive indices (A" = \n e -n 0 \) but the difference between the ordinary index and an effective index n e ff defined as:
FIGURE 1 Coordinate system and notation angles employed in the mathematical model.
When light propagates across the LC, a linear retardation 8 occurs:
where X is the light wavelength, L is the cell thickness, and A n is the birefringence experienced by the incoming light (actually A n should be labelled A ne ff, since it always refers to effective index n e ff we use A n for simplicity). The light path L e ff inside the cell depends on the incidence angle y:
After unsuccessful trials of matching experimental results within this framework, a small circular retardation has been included as well. This is named hereinafter as "residual twist," although its actual origin is still under study. It is defined by means of another angle p. A Jones matrix is defined taking into account both, linear and circular retardations 
A second coordinate system is required to simplify the expressions. The system is defined by the impinging beam direction, taken as Z' axis, and its normal plane X'Y'. Let a be the angle between the projection of the molecular director N on the X'Y' plane and the axis X'. With these definitions, the light intensity of the outcoming beam after its double path through the LC and the mirror reflection is:
where I out is the polarized light measured in the photodetector at the output after having incided with polarizaed light in the cell: 
This mathematical model describes the intensity curves at the output of a reflective cell when light impinges at a certain (internal) angle y. Normal incidence (y = 0), is just a particular case. Oblique incidence contains more information since the characteristic symmetry of normal incidence is avoided. Comparison with experimental results will be done by fixing all variables except the ration angle, and . Moreover, the simulation predicts the range of incidence angles for which asymmetry of the output intensity is maximized for a given pretilt angle (Fig. 2) . This issue is important since uncertainties in experimental results are high due to the weakness of the output intensity signals (we are measuring an unswitched high contrast LCOS VAN device).
EXPERIMENTAL
A picture and a sketch of the experimental setup are shown in Figure  3 . It includes a He-Ne laser working at X = 543 nm, two beam-splitters, several first-face mirrors, a motor for sample rotation, two polarizing cubes and a photodetector. The setup allows measurements at normal and oblique incidence without modifying any part; data are separately collected from the normal or the oblique light path while the other path is blocked by means of a shutter. Rotation of the sample and data acquisition are controlled by a Lab View software specifically designed for this setup.
FIGURE 3 A picture and a sketch of the experimental setup used for measurements.
Measurements at y=7.51°
FIGURE 4 Experimental results of a commercial cell obtained with an incidence angle of 7.51°.
The experimental procedure begins with a mirror placed instead of the sample. This is used to minimize the reflected light by rotating the polarizers. Polarizers are considered to be crossed when the minimum transmission is achieved. Then the mirror is substituted by the sample being tested. Oblique and normal transmissions are collected separately using the shutter on either light path while the sample is rotated at 1 Hz (Fig. 4) .
RESULTS
The collected measurements have been stored in an Excel sheet and adjusted to the theoretical model using the Solver Add-in of the same program. Convergence has been established as a non-linear leastsquares fit whose variables are the cell thickness, the pretilt, and the residual twist. No constraints are imposed to these variables. Several consecutive trials are usually required for the program to converge. Figure 5 shows a typical result. Once convergence is achieved in the oblique incidence case, the same values are used in the normal incidence case. The only variable in the second fit is the light intensity, which cannot be theoretically derived because the beam splitters of the setup introduce uncertainties in the transmission intensity. An accurate matching of the second case using the parameters obtained in the first fit is considered to be a confirmation of the correctness of the whole procedure. The results for the sample of the figure are summarized in (Table 1) .
CONCLUSIONS
An experimental setup supported by a theoretical development has been designed for accurate measurement of thickness, pretilt and residual twist of reflective VAN LC cells. The method is useful to predict optimized design parameters in this kind of microdisplays. Moreover, it can be used as a characterization tool to explore the spatial homogeneity of VAN cells. The method overcomes the ambiguity derived from the nearly symmetric response of reflective cells under most experimental setups. Measurements are extremely sensible to tiny variations of the analyzed parameters, what ultimately leads to accurate estimations of the same.
